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Topics

� Roles of simulation and formal methods

� How formal methods are applied to models

� When to apply the techniques on a project
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Simulation

� Closed loop (plant + controller)

– Early design studies / tradeoffs

– Control design

– Demonstrate system requirements are satisfied

– Hardware-in-the-loop

– Integration testing, regression testing

� Open Loop (controller)

– Lower level requirements correctly developed

– Design platform for software test harnesses

� Unit tests

� Software – software integration tests
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Formal Methods

� Simulation:

– See the correct behaviour for the test you defined

� Formal Methods:

– Find possible behaviours from any inputs

� Why not use formal methods all the time?

– Constructing a model for formal analysis can be hard

� Constraints, approximations

� May require a translation from one language to another

– Analysis can be CPU intensive

– Expressing complex expected behaviour challenging

� What tool advances are making this easier?
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Formal Methods Behind the Scenes

� Runtime error detection, e.g.

– Overflow

– Divide by zero

– Unnecessary range protection

� Determining signal bounds

– Supports later design decisions, e.g. Scaling

� Test case generation

– Generated test is a counterexample

– SAT solver + inference engines

– Generates unit / robustness / equivalence tests

– Works on large industrial models

– Proven unsatisfiable the most useful result
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How are Formal Methods Connected to 

Simulink?

MATLAB

Properties

Stateflow

Simulink

Counterexamples,  

test cases

Model annotations

Reports

Simulink Design Verifier
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TRW Automotive Develops and Tests

Electric Parking Brake Using Simulink

and Simulink Design Verifier

Challenge
Design tests for an electric parking brake control system

Solution
Use Simulink Design Verifier to automatically 

generate tests that maximize model coverage 

and enable systematic design verification

Results
� Test development time reduced from days 

to hours

� 100 percent model coverage achieved

� Formal testing begun two months into the 

project

“Everyone knows that errors are 

much less expensive to fix when 

you find them early. With Simulink 

Design Verifier, we build on the 

advantages of Model-Based Design 

by performing formal testing in the 

first phases of development."

Christoph Hellwig

TRW

Electronic parking brake control system.
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Model Verification by Analysis

� Are the requirements / design contradictory?

– Identify unreachable elements

� Does the design contain unintended function?

– Identify “runtime” hazards, such as div0 and overflow

� Does the design contain known hazards?

– Static checks on model construction
(Formal) Analysis

Model Test and Review

� Does the model do the right thing?

– Play scenarios through the model and check for expected result

� Is the design complete?

– Trace system level requirements to the model

– Model review

– Measure test case coverage
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(Formal) Analysis

� Are the requirements / design contradictory?

– Identify unreachable elements

� Does the design contain unintended function?

– Identify “runtime” hazards, such as div0 and overflow

� Does the design contain known hazards?

– Static checks on model construction

Model Verification by Analysis

Model Test and Review

� Does the model do the right thing?

– Play scenarios through the model and check for expected result

� Is the design complete?

– Trace system level requirements to the model

– Model review

– Measure test case coverage

Fix as you go:

No test cases
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Summary

� Formal analysis and simulation are complementary

� Tools help make the techniques accessible to all project 

engineers

� Formal analysis can be done before simulation / test

� Questions?
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